VENUE GUIDE

Hisaya-odori Park
EDION Hisaya Plaza, Angel Plaza

Packed with events you can only see at Nagoya Festival

Hisaya-odori Park Venue [EDION Hisaya Plaza, Angel Plaza]

15( Sat ) 10:30 am to 8:00 pm
16( Sun ) 11:00 am to 8:00 pm

A stage and booth to color
the “Revival of
the NAGOYA FESTIVAL”

NAGOYA
FESTIVAL
2022

To all visitors to the Nagoya Festival

Please cooperate with measures
to prevent infection
with the covid-19.

Sat.,Oct.15-Sun.,Oct.16

If you have symptoms such as fever,
cough, or feeling sluggish,
please refrain from viewing or visiting.

At Edion Hisaya Plaza, Nagoya Festival
Ambassador, Akari Suda will have her talk show on
Saturday the 15th while on Sunday the 16th, we will
have the pleasure to see the talented “Sara”
perfume impersonations.
Also, this year, there will be many young and
talented performers in what we call the “Nagoya
Young Power Stage”.
Furthermore, you can enjoy annual performances by
Pokka Lemon fire bureau band and local Samurai
Groups, and “Nagoya Specialty Gourmet Booth”
that collects various kinds of “Nagoya meshi”.
At Angel Plaza, we are looking forward to seeing
everyone at “Future Nagoya” booth (cooperated by
SCMAGLEV and Railway Park), and the food truck
stadium.

It is recommended to wear a mask along
the procession and inside the venue.
Please disinfect
your hands frequently.

Local Samurai Groups from each various places,
including the “Nagoya Omotenashi
Bushotai” appear on a dream stage, and boast the
taste of their hometown & tourism culture.

The Traditions of Nagoya: Cultural Experience

TOKUGAWA IEYASU

Angel Plaza

After viewing the procession,
please take your garbage with you.

ODA NOBUNAGA

Please refrain from shouting during
the viewing.

織田信長

You can enjoy a hands-on experience of making Nagoya
Folding Fans, which originated in Kyoto during the Edo
period. You can also try on samurai armor, which was
created in the image of the procession of the three great
unifiers of Japan. Finally, you may also try out Nagoya’ s
special tie dyeing through a technique brought over
from Kyoto and Edo (Tokyo) during the reign of
Tokugawa Muneharu in Owari (present-day Nagoya).
*Fee to Participate

● Where / EDION Hisaya Plaza

Online distribution guide

We will deliver parades and some events on online so
that you can enjoy at home avoiding congestion.

COCOA

Please use the COVID-19
Contact-Confirming Application

The Heroes of the Procession of the Three Feudal Lords

Guide Book

徳川家康

Please refrain from eating and drinking
(excluding the area where you can eat
and drink in the venue)

● Where / EDION Hisaya Plaza,

TOYOTOMI HIDEYOSHI

Please keep a distance where people
do not touch each other.

豊臣秀吉

Performances and Talk shows
by local Samurai Groups

